1. Make plans to join the NEHS volunteers who trim the Heathers at the public Heather gardens that the NEHS supports

***** See Calendar for location, dates and times *****

2. NEHS Volunteers needed to TRIM and CLEAN UP Debris from the Heather Bed at Heritage Museum and Gardens in Sandwich, MA.

IF THE NEHS MEMBERS DO NOT SUPPORT THIS HEATHER GARDEN IT WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE NEHS SUPPORTED GARDENS

3. An Ohio Heather Garden (pictures and write up) has been added to the GARDENS section “MEMBER GARDENS “

***** CHECK IT OUT *****

4. NEHS Member Gardens on the website

Your Heather Garden can be featured in the “MEMBER GARDENS “ The only requirement to have your Garden (vegetable or flower with hardscapes) featured on this page is to include a photo of at least one heather plant that you grow.

Contact Heather Notes Editor, Mary Matwey, mmatwey@stny.rr.com for details